Are you ready?
Kuali Ready is a continuity planning tool designed in
partnership with colleges and universities and
delivered securely in the cloud. Our product allows
users to document their plans at the institution,
division, and department level. Guiding users through
the process of collecting and documenting
information and data vital to a successful continuity
plan. After the planning process is complete, Kuali
Ready prompts regular plan reviews to ensure your
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plan is up-to-date and ready for any event that
Kuali Ready offers the most robust solution for higher
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education continuity planning needs including a

Kuali’s continuity planning solution helps institutions:

community of peers collaborating to address the unique
needs of colleges and universities. Connecting and
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creating community resources is a huge initiative for Kuali
Ready. With community calls, product tips, and community
boards we provide the space for institutions to connect
with peers and share their experiences in continuity
planning.

Customer Support
Kuali Ready’s customer success team is with you every
step of the way. From configuring the product for your
institution to a robust set of services accommodating any
institution size or situation to ensure our customers are as
successful as possible.
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See how Kuali can help your institution be prepared.

Visit www.kuali.co or email
resilience@kuali.co for more info.

Features
Kuali Ready makes continuity planning more approachable
with in-product guidance based on higher ed continuity
planning best practices explaining what and why
documenting or collecting specific information is needed
to create a robust recovery strategy.



We collect information during the planning process
enabling easy-to-generate reports to share with
stakeholders, as well as providing transparency into your
continuity plans and overall program.



Manage progress with the help of automatically generated
plan status indicators throughout the planning process.
With Kuali Ready, you can update plan status and confirm
which plans are due for review or overdue, plus you can
add detailed notes for clearer communication with your
team. Update the plan for review or mark as overdue, and
include detailed notes for reference and clear
communication with your team.



ABOUT US:

Higher Education Solution
Kuali Ready has been designed and developed to
specifically meet higher education continuity
planning needs. We have leveraged the collective
knowledge of dozens of higher ed continuity
management experts, including our customers'

Efficiently manage the planning process by creating Action
Items to enable in-application collaboration and process
management. Keep all pieces of the planning process in
the same place for a streamlined experience.



insights, to design a focused and effective
experience for institutions of any type or size.
Tailored for the many stakeholders involved in the
process, Kuali Ready streamlines the planning
process and creates one place for all things
continuity planning. Kuali Ready is cloud-based
making it available anytime, anywhere, from any
internet-connected device no matter the adverse
event that occurs.



See how Kuali can help your institution be prepared.

Visit www.kuali.co or email
resilience@kuali.co for more info.

To learn more about Kuali Ready or request a free
demo, contact us at resilience@kuali.co.

